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I was 19 when I first went to the United 

Kingdom. It was 1980, I went there with 

two of  my friends to study more in computer 

science. I was supposed to stay there for 

5 years because of  the course that I have 

taken to major in. But instead, I stayed only 

for 3 years.

The year 1983, dad asked me to fly back 

home because of  some financial issues. 

And so thinking that I would come back to 

the United Kingdom in a short while, I left 

almost all of  my stuff  behind but a suitcase 

with me when I flew back home.







In the end, I never went back to the United 

Kingdom anymore. Up until now I still 

deeply remember the years I spent there. 

I miss the days where I stayed up all night 

to finish assignments and I miss the how 

daylight lingers till late hours. 







Not long after I came back home. Dad wanted 

me to help him out at the studio. It’s a photo 

studio dad had opened when he and mom got 

married. I wasn’t into photography, it was 

purely a hobby I would say. Same goes to dad. 

It was a hobby-turned-business thing for him. 

I sometimes wonder, maybe my dad wanted to 

become a model instead. Looking through his 

portraits, this young man is just photogenic. 

After all these years, it still remains. 











I imagined myself  to work as a programmer 

and things are just unexpected. Who would’ve 

known I’ll be taking over my dad’s place one 

day. How long has it been? More than 60 

years? I actually manage to get interested 

in photography and learn all the steps of  

developing photos to printing photos. I can’t 

say I love photography. Not to that level but 

I don’t hate it. Although it was too bad that I 

couldn’t finish my studies somehow I think, 

I’ve at least kept something that’s precious 

to someone...














